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Executive Summary and Introduction 
On July 12, 2016, the City of River Falls, WI approved SEH’s contract to conduct a corridor 
planning study for the Kinnickinnic River. Central to the corridor plan is the pending decision 
regarding relicensing the two hydroelectric facilities, Junction Falls Dam and Powell Falls Dam, 
and the future decision regarding the ultimate fate of the two dams.  
 
As part of the corridor planning study, SEH teamed with Inter-Fluve to assess Kinnickinnic 
River geomorphology upstream and downstream of the dams.  The assessment was primarily 
aimed at identifying potential river restoration analogs and existing and potential channel 
stability issues, especially concerning sediment sources and sinks. The assessment was also 
intended to characterize general channel and floodplain conditions and provide baseline 
information to assist the City in developing management strategies to improve and protect the 
creek for recreation and fish.   
 
For the assessment, an Inter-Fluve geomorphologist and engineer conducted a reconnaissance 
level geomorphic and habitat assessment of the Kinnickinnic River from Liberty Road to 
County Hwy F. The investigation included a desktop review of infrastructure impacts to 
channel form, meander limits, soils, and surficial geology, and a field reconnaissance level 
survey focused on the first two miles upstream of Lake George and downstream of Lake Louise, 
although the field work also included visual assessments at bridges and other access points 
outside of the main study reach. The field assessment included visual channel stability analysis, 
erosion rate estimations, grain size information, and qualitative riparian vegetation assessment.  
A qualitative sediment storage and transport evaluation was also conducted to determine the 
potential geomorphic and ecological impacts of passive sediment release and subsequent 
impacts to downstream reaches.  
 
Except the stretch of river directly through town, which is wide and sandy due to the impact of 
Junction Falls Dam, average channel widths are consistently 55 to 60 ft wide and maximum 
depths are generally between 3 and 5ft.  The bed consists of sandy pools and runs, with gravel-
cobble riffles.  Mobile material appears to include sand and gravels up to around 90mm 
diameters.  Riffles and pools also tend to include larger, less mobile cobbles and boulders 
sourced from local bedrock along the bed and banks.  Sand is ubiquitous, either mixed with or 
draped over materials in pools and runs throughout the study area, including pools directly 
downstream of Powell Falls Dam.  Numerous bank-attached bars and islands of historic sand 
deposits are also found throughout the study area, especially downstream.  These inset deposits 
appear to be stabilized by reed canarygrass and there treads are close to bankfull elevation and 
the limit of woody vegetation.  The origin of the in-stream sand is likely a combination of 
modern bank erosion-derived sands and legacy sediment from historic agricultural practices. 
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Overall, outside of the dams’ influence, the Kinnickinnick River through the River Falls 
Corridor appears to be relatively stable.  Downstream of the dams, bank erosion occurs along 
terrace slopes at the outside of bends and opposite bars, which is normal, and vegetation 
indicators suggest rates are not excessive.  Upstream of the City, erosion rates and processes 
appear to be similar to the downstream reaches, but erosion occasionally appears along both 
banks suggesting some late-stage removal of sediment related to historic landuse changes may 
be occurring. Outside of the dams’ influence, the channel does not appear to be significantly 
degrading or aggrading, so we can assume that the stream is efficiently transporting its current 
sediment load, and most of the stored sediment is likely a function of lower flows at the time of 
study and a channel that has mostly adjusted to past sediment impacts. 
  
Under a dam removal scenario, if sediment is released from the dam sites, sand and gravel will 
likely pass downstream as a broad wave of multiple dunes, leaving deposits in backwater areas 
(e.g., bar shadows, downstream end of runs and pools) and on point bars.  The more sediment 
released, the more likely deposition will expand until sediment covers the entire channel 
bottom as the wave passes, and the higher risk of overbank deposition on inset deposits and 
possibly the lower terrace treads.  Channels are resilient and can often handle short term 
perturbations in sediment or water delivery, but the existing sand suggests adding more 
material could push the system towards aggradation.  The extent, duration, and magnitude of 
the potential impact are difficult to predict based on the current assessment, but the 
Kinnickinnick River’s existing sand and Class 1 trout waters status suggests a full release of 
sand is inadvisable, and any release should, and likely will be limited by permitting agencies.   
 

Field Reconnaissance Results 

Reach Delineation 
For this field assessment, the Kinnickinnic River was divided into five primary reaches based on 
geomorphic and hydraulic characters.  The primary reaches grouped multiple channel segments 
of differing gradient, valley form and confinement, bed material, and bank types into 
overarching channel lengths of similar stability, function, and process. Downstream of the 
dams, Reach 1 (Figure 1) includes the channel from roughly 1060th Street to the Kinnickinnic 
River – Rocky Run confluence.  Reach 2 (Figure 3) spans the River from Rocky Run to Powell 
Falls Dam.  Reach 3 (Figure 4) includes the river channel through the City of River Falls, 
roughly upstream to County Road M (Division St).  Reach 4 (Figure 5) continues upstream to 
the County MM crossing, and Reach 5 runs to the Hwy 35 crossing (Figure 7). 
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Reach Description 

REACH 1 
The Kinnickinnic River through Reach 1 flows through a confined valley, with high, steep 
bedrock valley walls (Prairie DuChien Dolomites and Sandstones) and multiple floodplain 
terrace surfaces (Figure 1).  The channel is often in contact with the bedrock on one side or the 
other, with the opposing bank varying in height depending on whether it is defined by a terrace 
or active floodplain.  There appear to be at least two terraces, one producing bank heights of 5 
to 8 ft from the bank toe, and the second forming banks 10 to 15 ft high.  In both cases, the 
associated banks are steep (2H:1V or less) and include loamy sand. These higher surfaces 
support a mix of maples (silver maple, boxelder, etc), oaks, elm, juniper, and pines. The active 
floodplain is generally 2 to 3 ft above the bank toe and primarily supports alders and maples, 
although large (>30 inch dbh) cottonwood and black willow were also observed on the lower 
surface, often immediately adjacent to the channel or on the inside of bends.  The active 
floodplain also includes sandy islands and inset deposits.  These inset deposits are generally 2-
2.5 ft high above toe elevation and between 10 and 20 ft wide.  The deposits are mostly covered 
by reed canarygrass with almost no woody vegetation. In many cases, they “catch” fallen 
woody vegetation, preventing recruitment of the wood to the channel.  The 2 - 2.5ft lower bank 
heights (from bank toe) correspond to the lower limit of woody vegetation observed throughout 
the reach.  
 
Within the reach, channel bankfull widths vary between around 40 and 100ft wide, but mean 
bankfull width is around 55 ft, which is consistent with most of the reach.  Estimated bankfull 
depths range between 3 and 6 ft, although in most cases, the channel is between 0.5 and 4ft deep 
(0.5 and 2ft flow depth at time of study), where shallow depths correspond to riffle sections and 
deeper depths correspond to pool sections.  This reach of the Kinnickinnic River is primarily a 
riffle-pool or riffle-run channel, with steeper gravel and cobble riffles, often including angular 
materials locally sourced from the valley wall, and sand bed and bank runs and pools.  
Dominant bed material along the deeper, slower pools tends to be sand, and in steeper runs, 
larger substrates are present with the sand.  Bed material sizes on the riffles generally range 
between 8mm (large sand to small gravel) and 180mm (cobble), with median grain sizes in the 
20 to 30 mm range.  Larger material (>90mm) often appear stable or relatively immobile, 
suggesting an incipient motion size between 30-90mm.  The channel is somewhat homogenous, 
with few deep pools or scour holes.  Deeper scour holes are found in tight bends or at large 
woody debris along the banks. 
 
Overall, Reach 1 appears relatively stable.  Sections of significant bank retreat are minimal and 
occur where expected, such as the outside of tighter bends. Bank erosion is also occurring along 
the right bank, opposite the deposition occurring downstream of Rocky Run.  Exposed roots 
suggest some minor, local bank erosion at rates around 1 to 2 inches per year.  Some tree 
rootsare undercut, suggesting possible historical incision, but there is little evidence of 
significant ongoing degradation.  The sandy inset floodplain deposits and islands indicate some 
channel narrowing and adjustment may have occurred in the past.  Aerial photos from 1939 
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indicate the entire channel and floodplain were inundated with sediment (Figure 2).  Exposed 
bed sediment is also evident on 1947 aerial photos.  Aerial photographs from the 1970s show 
that the inset floodplain and island deposits had fully developed and they appear stable in the 
1996 to 2015 air photos.  These inset bars and islands are likely legacy sands left in the system 
from the 1930s and earlier. 
 

   
Figure 1.  Reach 1 downstream of Rocky Run.  Observed bankfull locations are approximate 
and not to scale. Floodplain data based on NRCS soils data. 
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Figure 2.  Sandy valley bottoms (white along channel)  along the Kinnickinnick River, 
downstream of Powell Falls Dam, 1939. 
 

 

Photo 1. View along  downstream reach (Reach 1) with riffle-pool/run bed morphology, inset 
surfaces along both banks, and steep banks on right bank (photo right).  
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Photo 2.  Looking upstream along Reach 1.  Lower floodplain surface on the left bank (photo 
left).  Bedrock/rocky slope on river right.  

 

 

Photo 3.  Bank erosion (right) and lower floodplain (left) in tight bend of Reach 1.  The left 
bank (photo right) is about 10ft high from the toe. 
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 REACH 2 
The Kinnickinnic River through Reach 2 (Figure 3) is similar to the portion flowing through 
Reach 1.  The channel boundary is defined by bedrock and/or sandy terrace deposits, with an 
active floodplain and inset, vegetated, sandy surfaces extending to 2ft above the bank toe.  The 
lower limit of vegetation corresponds to the maximum elevation of depositional surfaces within 
the bankfull channel. Floodplain vegetation is similar to the downstream reach, although more 
invasive and disturbance species, such as buckthorn and boxelder, were observed.  The lower 
section of the reach appears popular with fisherman, and a 500ft section upstream of the Rocky 
Run confluence is parkland, with mowed grass and riprap along the river corridor.  Channel 
dimensions are similar to Reach 1, with a mean width of around 60 ft and maximum bankfull 
depths between 3 and 5 ft, at riffles and pools respectively.   
 
Like Reach 1, Reach 2 is primarily a riffle-run or riffle-pool channel, but the bed material of 
Reach 2 contains more exposed bedrock and cobble and boulder substrate.  Much of the bed 
appeared moderately armored, with increased consolidation and fewer mobile particles relative 
to Reach 1.   It is unclear if the bedrock was exposed prior to, or following, dam construction.  
As it did downstream, sand dominated the runs and pools, and even the most upstream pools 
contained significant sand.   
 
Overall, Reach 2 appears relatively stable.  Sections of significant bank retreat are minimal and 
occur where expected, such as the outside of tighter bends and opposite island/bar surfaces.  
There is some winnowing of bank material from around the riprap along the park section, but 
the riprap appears stable.  Existing vegetation field indicators suggest some minor, local bank 
erosion has occurred at a rate of 1 to 2 inches per year over the last few decades, and a few  
undercut trees and moderate armoring and bedrock exposure suggest possible historical 
incision. There is no evidence of active incision.  Reach 2 appears to have stored less sand than 
Reach 1, based on the 1939 and 1947 aerial photos, suggesting less sand was transported into the 
reach (i.e., stored in dam), and(or) sandy deposits along the reach had evacuated prior to 1939 
aerial photo acquisition. 
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Figure 3.  Reach 2 from Rocky Run to Powell Falls Dam.  Observed bankfull locations are 
approximate and not to scale. Floodplain data based on NRCS soils data. 
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Photo 4.  Rocky Run confluence and the downstream end of the park, looking downstream.  
The right bank toe (photo left) is lined with locally sourced rock blocks.   The island and 
point bar are around 2 ft high from the toe and covered in reed canarygrass.  
 
 

 
 
Photo 5.  Looking downstream towards the park along Reach 2.  Steep rocky slopes on both 
sides of the channel.  Bed material is also rock. 
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Photo 6.  Looking upstream towards Powell Falls Dam along Reach 2.  Steep rocky slopes on 
both sides of the channel.  Bed material is also rock and local boulders, with  overtopping 
sand.  Sandy inset on right bank (photo left). 
 

REACH 3 
Reach 3 of the Kinnickinnic River Corridor study area spans from the upstream end of Lake 
George, near the abandoned railroad piers, to just downstream of the County Road M (Division 
Street) crossing (Figure 4).  The reach is largely confined by bedrock, City of River Falls 
infrastructure, and earth work.  Except for the right bank downstream of the pedestrian bridge 
where banks are 1 ft high, both banks are steep, with clayey, loamy sand terraces and bedrock 
exposed on the left bank.  The left bank also includes constructed walls, primarily comprising 
concrete block, which support local businesses along Main Street. Both slopes exceed 20ft in 
height and are steeper than 2H:1V.  Woody vegetation primarily consists of maples (e.g., 
boxelders and silver maple), ash, and cottonwood.  The lower limit of woody vegetation is 
around 1 ft from the bank toe, and bank vegetation includes dogwood, box elder, and ash.  
Large woody debris was more common along the banks, relative to Reaches 1 and 2.  
 
This reach of the Kinnickinnic River appears to be impacted by backwater conditions from the 
Junction Falls Dam and Lake George.  Channel width generally decreases from 100 ft at the 
downstream end to around 50 ft at the upstream end of the reach with a mean of 77 ft.  
Estimated bankfull depths range between 2 and 5 ft, although in most cases, the channel is 
between 3 and 4ft deep (1 and 2ft flow depth at time of study).  Bed material along the reach is 
almost entirely sand with local boulders derived from the adjacent bedrock.  Gravel and cobble 
increase toward the upstream end of the reach, where a long riffle downstream of the bedrock 
at County Road M marks the transition to the next reach.   
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Reach 3 is currently stable. Exposed roots suggest some minor, local bank erosion has occurred 
at a rate of 1 to 2 inches per year over the last few decades and there is little evidence of 
significant ongoing degradation.  The reach appears to be storing sand, some of which will 
likely be evacuated if the dams are removed and the downstream channel is restored. Incision 
and removal of the sand could result in a narrower channel and additional adjustments.  
Bedrock and a boulder-cobble bed material framework likely underlies the sand, which should 
limit incision. 
 
 

 
Figure 4.  Reach 3 from Lake George to County Road M.  Observed bankfull locations are 
approximate and not to scale.  Floodplain data based on NRCS soils data. 
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Photo 7.  Looking downstream from the pedestrian bridge along Reach 3.  The floodplain on 
the right bank (photo right) is relative low (~1 ft) and supports ashes and dogwood. 
 
 

 
Photo 8.  Looking downstream towards the Maple Street Bridge.  Steep bedrock and concrete 
bank on the right and sandy soils on the left.  Bed material is sand with some boulders. 
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Photo 9.  Looking upstream towards the upstream end of the reach.  Channel is transitioning 
from sand bed in the relatively flat section (foreground) to gravel/cobble/boulder in the 
upstream riffle (center).   
 

REACH 4 
Reach 4 extends from just downstream of the County Road M crossing to just downstream of 
the County Road MM Crossing (Figure 5).  The 1939 air photos show most of the reach was 
inundated by an old mill dam located at the present County Road M crossing (Figure 6).  The 
formally impounded, floodplain surfaces have largely been left to develop floodplain forest.  
Along the lower half of the reach, bedrock and steep rocky, sandy terrace slopes, 15 – 20 ft high, 
confine the channel.  Residences and business sit atop these higher surfaces.  The floodplain 
surface north and east of the channel begins at an abandoned railroad crossing just upstream of 
County Road M, and it continues on both sides of the channel starting at the north end of N. 
Fremont St.   The valley in this section is much wider than the lower reaches and valley walls 
have little direct influence on channel form.  Large cottonwood and black willow (>30 in dbh), 
green ash, and maples are the dominant overstory vegetation.  The understory is less brushy 
than the channel downstream of the dams (i.e., Reaches 1 and 2), but features young boxelders, 
buckthorn, raspberry, and others invasive or nuisance species.  Raspberry and multiflora rose 
increase in the upstream direction. 
 
The channel in reach 4 ranges from around 45 to 70 ft wide (mean~55 ft).  The sandy terrace  
edges at the outside of meander bends are often around 5 ft high from the channel toe, although 
the lower limit of woody vegetation and a few vegetated sandy deposits, similar to the inset 
deposits in Reach 1 and 2, are closer to 2 ft high.  Maximum channel depths were similar to 
other reaches, ranging from around 2 to 4 ft during the assessment (from bankfull ~ 3 to 5ft 
deep), at riffles and pools respectively.  Similar to Reaches 1 and 2, the channel features 2 to 5 ft 
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deep pools/runs with sand or sand over gravel and cobbles, and boulder-cobble, gravel riffles.  
Riffle material ranges from fine gravel to 256mm clasts, but larger material (>90mm), mostly 
derived from local bedrock, appears to be relatively immobile.  Mean diameters of the likely 
mobile material are between 16mm and 30mm.  The channel bed is relatively homogenous, with 
scour holes limited to small pockets of woody debris. 
 
Reach 4 appears mostly stable, but there are indications of ongoing channel widening.  Fluvial 
erosion occurs along both sides of the channel throughout the reach, including ~ 1300 ft of 
exposed 5 -10 foot high terraces riser along the east bank at the upstream end of the reach. 
Higher banks in the reach may be associated with the former impoundment, floodplain filling, 
or historic terraces, and the observed widening may be associated with late-stage incision and 
evacuation of reservoir sediment.  Alternatively, the erosion may be related to changes in 
upstream runoff characteristics, or a combination of factors.  Either way, sequential aerial photo 
analysis and vegetation suggest adjustments are relatively slow (inches/year). 
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Figure 5.  Reach 4 from County Road M (Division St) to County Road MM.  Observed 
bankfull locations are approximate and not to scale. Floodplain data based on NRCS soils 
data. 
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Figure 6.  Inundated area upstream of existing County Road M, north of River Falls, WI, 1939. 
 

 
Photo 10.  Looking upstream at the downstream end of Reach 4.  The formerly impounded 
floodplain in on the left bank (photo right) and homes and steep rocky/bedrock  bluffs line 
the opposite bank.   
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Photo 11.  Typical view along Reach 4, with floodplain along both banks.  Banks are 4-5ft 
high from the toe, with inset sandy islands and point bars covered in reed canarygrass (2-3ft 
high).  The left bank (photo right) is eroding along the reach, especially at the upstream end 
in the photograph.  Riffle is gravel and cobbles between 8mm and 128mm. 
 

 
Photo 12.  Split flow around a gravel bar in Reach 4 (looking downstream).  The left bank is 
eroding along much of the upstream portion of the reach. 
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REACH 5 
Reach 5 begins at a bedrock “riffle” downstream of County Road MM and extends through the 
State Highway 35 crossing (Figure 7).  The valley is comparatively wider than the other reaches 
and valley walls have little direct impact on channel planform until just upstream of Highway 
35. The reach features sections of riprapped banks and mowed floodplains dominated by sod 
grass and reed canarygrass, as well as major highway crossings (Highway 65 and Highway 35) 
at the upstream end.  Woody vegetation includes boxelders, silver maple, ash, willow, 
buckthorn, and others.  Where unmanaged (e.g., lawns, bridges, etc), the understory is often 
denser than downstream. 
 
Similar to the other reaches, the channel in Reach 5 has an average width of 55 ft and maximum 
depths between 2.5 and 5 ft (from estimated bankfull).  For most of the reach, the limit of woody 
vegetation is around 2 ft from the bank toe.  The sandy islands and lower floodplain deposits, 
about 2 ft high, continue from Reach 4, although they are often narrower and infrequent 
compared to downstream.  The channel is still relatively homogenous, with sandy pools/runs 
divided by gravel/cobble and bedrock riffles.  Large bedrock fragments are often incorporated 
in the riffles, but they do not appear to be frequently transported.  Between Highways 35 and 
65, the channel is somewhat more heterogeneous than the rest of the study area.  There is more 
wood in the channel, the riffles spacing is decreased, and the meander bend radii are smaller.  
These differences are due to bedrock exposure (i.e., riffle spacing) and local disturbance (i.e., 
riprap and woody debris).  The channel may be steeper in this subreach as well. 
 
Channel stability is similar to Reach 4.  Bank erosion occurs at the outside of bends and along 
sections where the woody vegetation along the bank slope has been removed.  Erosion was 
often observed along both banks, although root density seemed somewhat high, and the erosion 
did not seem excessive.  Exposed and undercut tree roots indicate some historic incision likely 
occurred, but there is little evidence of significant ongoing degradation and frequent bedrock 
exposure along the bed likely controls grade.   
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Figure 7.  Reach 4 from County Road M (Division St) to County Road MM.  Observed 
bankfull locations are approximate and not to scale. Floodplain data based on NRCS soils 
data. 
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Photo 13.  Backwater upstream of the bedrock at the County Rd MM crossing.  Low banks 
and mowed grass along the right bank (photo left).  Floodplain and sand deposit on left bank 
(photo right). 
 

 
Photo 14.  Looking upstream along riprapped right bank (photo left).  Floodplain and sand 
deposit on left bank (photo right).  Floodplain forest on the left bank is denser with smaller 
trees (box elder?). 
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Photo 15.  Bank erosion along the left bank (photo right) downstream of the Highway 65 
crossing.  Both banks are eroding, although erosion on the right bank begins just 
downstream of the low, reed canarygrass-covered area in the upper left of the photograph.   
 

 
 
 Photo 16.  Tighter meanders and smaller riffle spacing downstream of the Highway 35 
crossing. 
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Additional Assessment 

HIGHWAY 35 TO LIBERTY ROAD (UPSTREAM) 
The Kinnickinnic River was observed at a number of access points upstream of the main study 
reach, including the Liberty and Quarry Road Bridges, fishing access along River Road and 
Highway 65, and private property off of Highway 65.  Channel conditions at these sites are 
variable due to variable land use and management.  Where residences line the channel, lawns 
often carry to the river’s edge. At the fishing accesses, trees have been removed (or were never 
planted) and the banks are often protected by rock. Less developed floodplain areas appeared 
wetter, and feature maples, ash, and oaks.  Alders are much more prevalent than downstream, 
especially at the Highway 65 fishing access.  Bed materials at all of the sites are similar to the 
main study reaches – gravel, cobble or bedrock riffles, with sand or sand and gravel pools and 
runs.    Overall, the channel appears to be relatively stable.  Few erosion areas were observed 
over the short sections, and those banks that were eroding were located at bends or opposite 
bars and did not appear to be eroding excessively.       

COUNTRY ROAD F (DOWNSTREAM) 
The Kinnickinnic River at County Road F, downstream of Reach 1, appears to be similar to the 
channel in Reach 1.  The channel is wider, but bedrock confines the left bank, a higher terrace 
makes up the right bank, and small, sandy, canarygrass-covered bars, with 2 ft banks (from the 
bank toe), lie in the channel.  Bed materials are primarily sand with some gravel.  A riffle 
downstream of the crossing appears to provide grade control and sets backwater upstream.  
Downstream of the crossing, the channel appears to be more unstable than the other sections of 
channel we observed.  Significant bank erosion occurs along the right bank from the bridge 
through the downstream bend. 

SOUTH FORK KINNICKINNIC RIVER 
The South Fork Kinnickinnic River was evaluated between Main Street and the confluence with 
the Kinnickinnic River mainstem.  Both channels at the confluence are largely controlled by 
bedrock.  Some minor erosion was observed along the South Fork Kinnickinnic River channel, 
but the channel is bedrock controlled and stable through the study reach.  Additionally, any 
dam removal or other restoration activities planned for the Kinnickinnick River will likely have 
little impact on the South Fork, except for local deposition or erosion at the South Fork’s mouth.  

VERNAL POOL AND CHANNEL 
The tributary between the pond near the corner of S. Grove St and W. Locust St. and the 
Kinnickinnic River downstream of the Junction Falls Dam was walked as part of the overall 
stream assessment.  Below the pond, the channel is around 10-20ft wide but only 2-3ft were 
active during the assessment.  Banks are around 1 to 2ft high.  The channel bed comprises 
gravels between 4 and 90mm, with a mean diameter between 20 and 25mm, and much of the 
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bed is choked by watercress.  Around 150 ft downstream of the pond outlet, the channel enters 
a wetland and the slope decreases noticeably.  Vegetation is dominated by reed canarygrass, the 
bed material decreases in size, and the channel becomes more diffuse.  Closer to the 
Kinnickinnic River, the bed is almost entirely sand and finer material.  The downstream end of 
the tributary channel is backwatered by the River and by a small beaver dam.   If the 
Kinnickinnic River is lowered as part of a dam removal scenario, the tributary will be steeper, 
likely evacuating sand and maintaining a more defined channel over a longer distance.  
However, utility crossings and other existing features may require the Kinnickinnic River 
channel to be left at an elevation similar to existing elevation through the section, leaving 
similar conditions along the tributary. 

Summary 
Based on the results of the field reconnaissance, the following broad based questions and 
responses are summarized below to aid in the City’s corridor planning process.    

What is the general condition of the Kinnickinnic River within the study corridor?  
Overall, the Kinnickinnic River from Highway 35 to downstream of Rocky Run is relatively 
stable, particularly where the channel is undisturbed.  Bank materials are generally loamy sands 
and rock, and floodplain vegetation consists of maples, ash, cottonwood, and some black 
willow on lower surfaces, with oaks, juniper, conifer, and sugar maple on the higher surfaces. 
Average channel cross-section width is around 55 to 60 ft, with average maximum bankfull 
depths between 3 and 5 ft (assuming lower insets and lower limit of woody vegetation 
demarcate bankfull).  Depending on slope differences, these channel dimensions should serve 
as reasonable analogs for channel design through the City of River Falls Corridor.   
 

What is the general stream bed material within the study corridor and where is the sand material coming 
from? 
Bed materials and their organization are similar between the analyzed reaches.  Riffle material 
consists primarily of gravels and small cobbles ranging from 4mm to around 128mm, although 
they are often mixed with larger, more angular material derived from nearby bedrock 
exposures.  The riffles separate shallow pools and runs featuring sand beds, or sand draped 
over or mixed into gravel and cobbles. Sand makes up part of the bed material throughout the 
corridor reaches, even in the pools and runs directly downstream of Powell Falls Dam.  
However, the origin of the sand supply is unclear.  Although some of the sand is derived from 
bank erosion, most of the erosion along the assessed reaches appears to be limited.  For the 
downstream reaches, large amounts of sand are trapped by the dams and along Reach 3, 
limiting downstream delivery.  At least a portion of the sand moving in the system could be 
legacy sediment from past disturbance. Historic aerial photos suggest the Kinnickinnic River 
stored a large amount of sand sediment. The observed sand load could be historic or legacy 
sediment still working through the system.  Tributaries and ravines could also be supplying 
sand from the more agricultural uplands.  For example, relatively active deposition and bank 
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erosion occurs along the Kinnickinnic River just downstream of the Rocky Run confluence, and 
historic aerial photographs of Rocky Run show a large amount of sediment deposition.    
 

Where is the sediment currently being mobilized or stored in the system?   
Sand is continually moving in the Kinnickinnic River, even during low flow conditions. Both 
upstream and downstream of the dams, a significant fraction of the mobile bedload is sand, and 
pools and runs are at least partially filled with sand, as are bars and other depositional features. 
The origin of the in-stream fine sediment is likely a combination of modern bank erosion 
derived sands and legacy sediment from historic agricultural practices. Without more 
expensive, quantitative methods, it is not possible to determine exactly where the in-stream 
sands are originating or how much is moving at given flows or over a timeframe of interest. A 
sediment budget study of the entire stream system, including estimation of upland and channel 
erosion rates, would need to be completed, coupled with sediment transport modeling. 
However, outside of the dams’ influence, the channel does not appear to be significantly 
degrading or aggrading, so we can assume that the stream is efficiently transporting its current 
sediment load, and most of the stored sediment is a function of lower flows at the time of study 
and a channel that has mostly adjusted to past sediment impacts.  
  

If sediment was released for a dam removal scenario, where would the sediment go?   
Under a dam removal scenario where all sediment was allowed to transport downstream, silts, 
clays, and organics would likely transport as wash or suspended load to the St Croix River. 
Coarser grained sands and gravel would pass downstream as a broad wave of multiple dunes, 
leaving deposits in backwater areas (e.g., bar shadows, downstream end of runs and pools) and 
on point bars.  The more sediment released, the more likely deposition will expand until 
sediment covers the entire channel bottom. As the channel bed rises and narrows, so does the 
risk of overbank sediment deposition during larger flood events, adding sediment to the tread 
of the inset legacy deposits and possibly even the lower terraces. Sand impacts observed on 
aerial photography, presumably related to large floods and agricultural sediments, lingered into 
the 1950s, but the impacts may have been continual over that time, instead of one or two 
relatively quick pulses. Channels are resilient and can often handle short term perturbations in 
sediment or water delivery, but the existing sand suggests adding significantly more material 
could push the system towards aggradation.  The extent, duration, and magnitude of the impact 
are difficult to predict based on the current assessment.  Without an expensive sediment 
transport model (estimated cost $20-60k) it is not possible to determine the depth and length of 
time for sediment accumulation in the downstream portion of the channel. Our conceptual 
findings and estimates provided in the 2017 FOTK Restoration of the Kinnickinnic River 
Through Dam Removal, which call for removing 90% of the sediment needed to construct a 
channel and minimal floodplain, are still applicable. Additionally, past experience with dam 
removal upstream of a Class 1 trout streams suggests releasing significant amount of sediment 
is unlikely to be allowed by state or federal permitting agencies.  Allowance for sediment to be 
released downstream will require a WDNR waters permit and WDNR fisheries input.  
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